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-Full Stack Web Developer  (Junior) with comprehensive training, more frontend oriented.

-I worked in a development team for the creation of a SPA oriented to the adoption of pets, it includes a Pet
Shop.

-With creative thinking, problem solving, teamwork, communication, autonomy and constantly learning new
technologies..

TECH SKILLS

HTML, CSS, Tailwind CSS, Javascript, Typescript, React, NextJS, Redux, Node.js, Express.js, PostgreSQL,
Sequelize.js, Prisma, Scrum.

PROJECTS

Full Stack Web Developer - Pawsitive App. nov. 22 - dic. 22.
Final Project Henry Bootcamp, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

● Design and develop an App with a team of six developers that included: searches, filtering, ordering and
creation..

● Develop the app using for the Frontend: NextJS, Typescript, Tailwind CSS. Backend: developed in
Node.js with Express. Database in PostgreSQL and Prisma as ORM.

● App made under the idea of   finding a home for pets for adoption, it also has a Pet Shop.
Deploy.

Repository.

Full Stack Web Developer - Sotark Games. sept. 22 - nov. 22.
Single Project Henry Bootcamp, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

● Design and develop an app using an external API related to video games, having to comply with:
searches, filtering, ordering and creation.

● Develop the app using for the Frontend: React, Javascript, Pure CSS. Backend: developed in Node.js
with Express. Database in PostgreSQL and Sequelize.js as ORM.

Frontend Repository.
Backend Repository.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/n%C3%A9stor-qui%C3%B1ones-838539238/
https://github.com/nestordqa
https://portfolio-nestordqa.vercel.app/
https://pf-pawsitive-app-git-develop-arbelais.vercel.app/
https://github.com/arbelais/PF-Pawsitive-app
https://github.com/nestordqa/sotarkgames_frontend
https://github.com/nestordqa/sotarkgames_backend


Full Stack Web Developer - TO DO App. dic. 22.
Personal Project.

● Design and develop an app that allows you to create a list of tasks to do, as well as the CRUD. In turn,
it has themes to be selected by the user, either Dark or Light.

● Develop the app so that it adapts correctly to the screen size.
● Develop the app using NextJS, Typescript, Tailwind CSS and Local Storage for data storage.

Deploy.
Repository.

Full Stack Web Developer - Calculator App. dic. 22.
Personal Project.

● Design and develop an app that allows performing basic arithmetic operations but without errors, under
perfection. In turn, it has themes to be selected by the user, either Dark, Cyan or Light.

● Develop the app so that it adapts correctly to the screen size.
● Develop the app using NextJS, Typescript, Tailwind CSS and Big.js.

Deploy.
Repository.

Full Stack Web Developer - Advice App. dic. 22.
Personal Project.

● Design and develop an app that allows obtaining random advice, extracted from an external API.
● Develop the app so that it adapts correctly to the screen size.
● Develop the app using NextJS, Typescript, Tailwind CSS.

Deploy.
Repository.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Food and beverages manager. sept. 20 - nov. 20.
Lusitanos, Mérida, Venezuela..

● Coordinate interdisciplinary team for optimal operation of the restaurant.
● Constantly train both customer service and kitchen staff.
● Propose ideas for the improvement of restaurant processes.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

● Full Stack Web Developer. Henry Bootcamp. 700 hours of theoretical-practical course. 2022.
● Fifth semester of Mechanical Engineering. Universidad de Los Andes Venezolanos. 2019.

IDIOMAS

https://todoapp-rho-peach.vercel.app/
https://github.com/nestordqa/todoapp
https://calculatorapp-hazel.vercel.app/
https://github.com/nestordqa/calculator
https://advicegeneratorapp-two.vercel.app/
https://github.com/nestordqa/advicegeneratorapp


● Inglés B2 - Intermediate upper.


